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About This Game

Will you please let me stay with you? I will do whatever you want.
Two arms length away, she stood shivering in the summer rain.

Experience a future where the starlit night signals the end. Companion is a Chinese developed visual novel from Narrator with
gorgeous artwork and a poetic romance.

The Companion Star Project is a name from the distant past.
With a population growth that showed no sign of slowing down,
a small planet was painfully relocated to orbit around the Earth

for pioneers to terraform and emigrate.

Those who stayed behind eventually lost control over the companion star
after bloody wars and devastating plagues.

Many years passed,
the companion star, now no longer in orbit, will bring inevitable destruction to Earth.

Those who know about the pending doom built shelters,
but they did not want the surface world to descend into chaos, so they took the secret with them underground.

And now,
a man who knows about the end and decides to live lavishly
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and a girl who will turn his life upside down
their story begins when she steps under his umbrella

Features:

Luscious and unique artstyle

Voiced in Mandarin

7 chapters of romance, intrigue and revelations
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Title: Companion
Genre: Adventure, Casual
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Narrator
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2017
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English,Traditional Chinese
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Amazing bittersweet story. Solid, short VN. Translation's a little rough, but certainly not unreadable. Story's a little daring, and
does good things with that. I would have liked the story to end a little differently, but I have to admit their ending fits pretty
well.

Definitely recommend.. \u6211\u5c06\u8fd9\u90e8\u4f5c\u54c1\u5b9a\u4e49\u4e3a \u5bcc\u6709\u72ec\u521b\u6027
\u53ef\u5708\u53ef\u70b9 \u4f46\u4ecd\u6709\u5f85\u63d0\u9ad8\u7684\u89c6\u89c9\u5c0f\u8bf4

In general, Companion's storyline is not bad, but still need polish.
It is exactly a VN, without any selection you could make in its plots. And it was like a fiction, but the author
emphatically described the events which usually happen in daily life and revealed things you may not notice at all.
I really want to complain that why the the text is Eng version, but it was dubbed in Chinese... It is so weird when a
person whose major language is english, but need listen to a bunch of voices he can't understand even a little at all. As
for the Chinese readers including me, there are some English skills you should have for reading that story. The
experience was not good.
The CGs are excellent, and there are even some details in the CGs that you could find. I can imagine how the author
pay attention to the materials-collecting. It is also interesting for me to look for those details when I'm playing the VN.
The text system is unique. Half of the screen is covered by the CG, another has the text on it. I'm not recommend the
author to do so since it made me sleepy when I'm reading.
The BGMs are so nice! I'd love to added it into my wishlist if the soundtrack could be added. My favorite one was
going on when Airi was opening the door of the car, leaving for her own home.
I will update more details about the plot if I could come back...

Companion \u4e25\u683c\u6765\u8bf4\u5e76\u4e0d\u662fNarrator\u793e\u7684\u6700\u65b0\u4f5c\u54c1
\u8fd9\u662f\u4ed6\u4eec\u7684\u7b2c\u4e94\u4f5c \u4f46\u767b\u9646steam\u7684\u65f6\u95f4\u8981\u665a\u4e8e\u
7ed3\u604b\u3002\u4f5c\u4e3a\u793e\u56e2\u5185\u8f83\u4e3a\u65e9\u671f\u7684\u4f5c\u54c1 Companion\u7684\u60
3b\u4f53\u8d28\u91cf\u7b97\u662f\u6bd4\u8f83\u9ad8\u7684\uff0c\u4f46\u4e5f\u53ef\u4ee5\u770b\u51fa\u5176\u572
8\u6478\u7d22\u9636\u6bb5\u7684\u4e0d\u8db3\u4e4b\u5904\u3002

\u591a\u6570\u4eba\u60f3\u8981\u5410\u69fd\u7684\u5e94\u8be5\u662f
\u5f00\u53d1\u8005\u662f\u4e2d\u6587\u4f7f\u7528\u8005
\u4f46\u662f\u6e38\u620f\u8bed\u8a00\u53ea\u6709\u82f1\u6587 \u7136\u800c\u914d\u97f3\u5374\u4ecd\u7136\u4fdd\
u7559\u4e86\u6c49\u8bed\uff0c\u8fd9\u663e\u5f97\u6709\u4e9b\u4e0d\u81ea\u7136\u3002\u6211\u4e0d\u8ba4\u4e3a\
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uff0c \u4f46\u73b0\u5728\u6211\u5f97\u51c6\u5907\u660e\u5929\u7684\u8003\u8bd5\u53bb\u4e86.... Ah... Where to
start?
From amazing music to gorgeous CGs, this game is a must get for those searching something to do when bored.
Companion, a kinetic visual novel, will make you go through every facial expression you could ever make. With a bitter
sweet ending, the story itself is very well written (maybe slight translation mistakes but who cares!) and almost brought
me in tears multiple times. It's the first time I played a VN voiced in mandarin so the voice threw me a bit off at first,
but you get used to it (it gets cuter as you play through). I'm a little bit dissapointed though because some CGs shown
in the trailer don't appear in the game, but all in all, like it's name, it will make you crave for a companion if you are a
lonely single f*cktard like i am.

Pros:
-CGs 10\/10
-Music 10\/10 I can't find it anywhere on youtube :'( the soundtracks are too good.
-Story 9\/10

Cons:
-Translation mistakes (as long as you get the story, it shouldn't bother\/hinder you)
-Short for it's price (Get it on discount!!!). This is an interesting little kinetic novel. The main character is a scientist
who... discovered that a project from the past is about to come crashing down in rather... apocalyptic fashion. While
the novel does tell of why people on Earth cannot stop the Companion from crashing to Earth in a ELE (look up Deep
Impact for definition), it does not say why those on Companion can't help...

Anyway, the story begins like Pretty Woman. As in, you meet a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\/prostitute\/call girl,
who... captures your heart. And in the end... will you choose to save yourself? Or stay with her?

It appears to be a port of a Chinese VN, so some of the translations are not... completely done well, but the story does
shine through. Note, I did get this on discount, and it might be a good idea to do so, too.

Also, this game is in line to get Trading Cards, depending upon how much demand is voiced on their discussion
board.... this is one of the better kinetic vn's i have encounterd .
i hope to see more from the makers .
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A Light in the Dark Kickstarter Campaign:
Hello everyone!

Just a heads up to let everyone know that there is an ongoing Kickstarter campaign for "A Light in the Dark" which is a new
visual novel game collaboration by CreSpirit, Storia and Narrator. It's almost 70% funded and can definitely use your support!
Please check it out!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/sekaiproject/a-light-in-the-dark-vn-by-crespirit-storia-and-nar

. Lingua Fleur: Lily Available now on Steam!:
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A new yuri title called Lingua Fleur: Lily from Narrator and STORIA is now available on Steam! It’s a delicate story of love,
friendship, and troubles between girls. We hope you’ll all check out the store page or perhaps give it a try~ There’s still some
time left to purchase it on sale for 10% off!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/986280/Lingua_Fleur_Lily/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1056250/Lingua_Fleur_Lily_Original_Soundtrack/
. Companion中文語言設定指南 (Guide to Changing Settings to Chinese):
1) 在Library,按鼠標右鍵點擊"Companion",然後打開"Properties"。

2) 點擊在上面的”Languages”標籤。
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3) 在語言列表中，選擇“繁體中文”。

4) 點擊“Close”後，Companion會自動更新。
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